Quantification of the ultraviolet radiation (UVR) field in the human eye in vivo using novel instrumentation and the potential benefits of UVR blocking hydrogel contact lens
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Abstract

Backgrounds—Certain degenerative eye conditions occur predominantly nasally, at the limbal region, and are associated with solar ultraviolet radiation (UVR) induced damage. The relative contribution to the in vivo ocular flux of (a) the reflection of UVR incident on the skin of the nose onto the nasal limbus, and (b) the focusing of UVR incident on the temporal side of the cornea onto the nasal limbus were examined.

Methods—A novel photodiode sensor array was used to measure the UVR field across the eye. In addition, a novel spectrometer set-up was used to measure the spectrum of radiation refracted across the cornea. The efficacy of UVR blocking hydrogel contact lenses in filtering incident UVR was assessed in vivo.

Results—Qualitative and quantitative data indicated an increase nasally of UVR. Photodiode readings showed a net UVR increase from the temporal to the nasal side. Transmission curves showed that most UVR incident on the limbal region is either absorbed by, or transmitted through, the ocular tissues. This radiation is filtered by UVR blocking soft contact lens.

Conclusions—An increased UVR flux on the nasal side of the eye, due to reflection off the nasal skin, was identified in vivo. Any UVR passing through the cornea is either absorbed by the conjunctiva and/or transmitted through it onto the sclera where it is absorbed. UVR blocking hydrogel contact lenses can eliminate these sources of UVR.

Prolonged exposure to ultraviolet radiation (UVR) may cause erythema and premature ageing of the skin. However, the skin adapts by thickening of the stratum corneum and increased pigmentation. In contrast, the human eye does not have these inherent defence mechanisms. The principal natural ocular defence strategies are the recessed location of the eye in the orbit and partial closing of the eyelids in response to high visible light levels. These are only partially effective and incident UVR absorbed and integrated over long periods may cause degenerative effects. Methods to lower incident UVR include covering, filtering, and shading. In particular, sunglasses and headwear that shade the eyes from direct visible and UVR insolation do not generally provide complete protection from scattered and temporally incident light.

There is epidemiological evidence that photokeratitis, climatic droplet keratopathy, xeroderma pigmentosus, pingueculae, cortical cataracts, and pterygium are all examples of acute or degenerative diseases that occur on the ocular surface and that are caused by UVR exposure.

Our study was mainly concerned with pterygium and its UVR dependence. Although a pterygium rarely affects vision, it is cosmetically distressing and may require surgery. The efficacy of treatment is reduced by high recurrence rates and significant postoperative complications such as dry eye symptoms, granuloma, and corneal scarring. The incidence of pterygia, particularly in regions near the equator, approaches 10%. Epidemiological evidence indicates that UVR is a significant risk factor in the development of pterygium.

Histopathologically, a pterygium involves basophilic degeneration of the subepithelial stroma in the bulbar region of the conjunctiva. New evidence also implicates deficient stem cells, which may promote corneal invasion. Pterygium predominantly occurs on the nasal side of the eye and Coroneo et al proposed that tangentially incident UVR focused onto the nasal limbus was the main causative factor. Owing to its short wavelength and high energy, UVR may initiate photochemical reactions leading to tissue changes predisposing to pterygium formation.

Several other predisposing factors have been suggested including a genetic predisposition, chronic dryness, heat, and irritation. The latter theories are not supported by the fact that pterygia are highly prevalent in Eskimos, surfers, and sailors. A notable consistent predisposing factor is terrain reflectivity. An Eskimo and an Australian aborigine are the only documented patients ever blinded by pterygia. This supports the UVR theory because of increased light entering the eye from above and below from high UVR albedo.

A second theory explaining the nasal predilection of pterygia is that UVR is reflected off the skin of the nose and adjacent facial regions.
onto the nasal side of the eye. Both nasal reflection and temporally incident light refracted across the cornea can still cause UVR exposure in the presence of sunglasses or eye shading headwear.

However, neither of these two hypotheses has been previously investigated in vivo across the UVR waveband. The aims of the present study were the design, construction, and testing of novel sensor systems to confirm the relative contribution of these two sources of increased nasal UVR exposure, which are potential causes of ocular diseases such as pterygium. Also, the efficacy of UVR blocking hydrogel contact lenses in filtering incident UVR was assessed in vivo.

Materials and methods
To test the reflective theory in vivo an array of UVR sensors was built to sample the incoming light field at or near the exposed ocular surface. For the refractive theory a fibre optic spectro-photometer based sensor was placed at the nasal conjunctival limbus to detect any light being refracted across the cornea and determine its spectrum. These two unique experimental set-ups are now described.

REFLECTIVE SENSOR ARRAY
The primary components on the reflective sensor array were five Texas Instruments TSL250 photodiodes. These light detectors have a spectral response curve which extends down to 300 nm in the UVR region of the spectrum, covering all of the UVA region and part of the UVB region. They have a field of view of approximately plus or minus 60 degrees from the normal and therefore photons incident over a broad range of angles can be detected. High sensitivity and integral amplifiers provide high signal output allowing low levels of UVR to be detected. Each sensor package is 5 mm square so five of them mounted side by side will cover a region about 25 mm, which covers the average horizontal diameter of exposed ocular tissue. The five sensors were mounted on a plastic shell, normally placed on the eye to protect it during eyelid surgery, with sensors number one and two on the temporal side of the pupil, sensor three directly over the pupil and sensors four and five on the nasal side, as shown in Figure 1.

Analogous voltages output from the sensor are digitised and stored in a laptop computer, using the LABVIEW program, and all five sensors are read out in milliseconds, greatly reducing any unwanted signal variations across the sensor caused by movement of the test subject. Relative readings across the sensor are calculated by recording the signal from each sensor in a uniform light field with no subject present and dividing these values into the respective signals when the subject is in place. To provide a stable test environment a light box, illuminated by a stable, diffuse UV visible-NIR tungsten light source, was constructed. As the interior walls of the box were white, the test subject is therefore in a relatively uniform diffuse light field, which approximates the diffuse solar light field. A low pass filter in front of the light source was used to restrict the light to the spectral region of interest.

REFRACTIVE SENSOR
The principal components of the refractive sensor set-up are shown in Figure 2. A modified slit lamp is used to mount two fibreoptics at the cornea. The input fibre images light from a UV-visible-NIR tungsten light source onto the cornea, at an angle of about 30 degrees posterior to the coronal plane. The output fibre detects the light emerging from the cornea or reflected off the sclera, depending on the relative position of the eye. The detected light is presented to an Ocean Optics S2000 fibreoptic spectrometer where it is dispersed onto a detector array whose signal is read into and digitised by a laptop computer. Transmission spectra are computed using the spectrum of the light source as a reference, which is recorded when no test subject is present. Each spectrum can be recorded in about 20 ms, greatly reducing any unwanted signal variations caused by movement of the test subject.

To block the UVR that is focused across the eye, two different UVR blocking contact lenses were used; the Acuvue 2 (Etafilcon, 58% water content, Vistakon) and the Precision UV (Vasurfilcon, 74% water content, Wesley Jessen). Near plano lens power was selected to minimise the refractive effects of the lenses.

Results
Test measurements with the reflective sensor array were made on a white polystyrene manikin head to determine the repeatability of the set-up. Sensor readings were taken in the light box with no head present and with the head present and the relative change in intensity calculated. Figure 3A shows the relative change in intensity for the five sensors across the dummy head averaged over a number of separate experiments. All the sensors show an increase, when the head is present, over the ambient light signal. Using the dummy head there is a significantly increased signal in sensor number five, which is on the nasal side, relative to the other four sensors, indicating increased light scattered and reflected onto it from the facial structure on the nasal side. Similar test
measurements were then made on 12 test subjects and in 10 of the 12, intensity at the nasal sensor is significantly higher than that at the lateral sensor. Measurements on each test subject were carried out five times and error bars computed from the standard deviation about the mean of the five samples for each sensor (p<0.05, sensor 1 versus sensor 5, paired Student’s t test for the subjects shown in Fig 3). Typical data from the population sampled are presented in Figures 3B–F). The data for test subjects 1 to 3, shown in Figures 3B–D, show the same type of nasal increase as the test head, this was typical for most subjects tested.

Whereas the data for test subject 4, shown in Figure 3E, shows a flat response and that for test subject 5, shown in Figure 3F, shows a decrease on the nasal side.

Typical qualitative data from the refractive sensor set-up are shown in the digital image in Figure 4 (left). UV-visible-NIR light is imaged onto the eye from the fibreoptic illuminator on the left, refracted across the eye by the cornea. In this image the illumination angle is roughly 10 degrees posterior to the coronal plane so the light emerges from the nasal side of the cornea allowing us to measure its transmission in vivo. Figure 4 (right) shows light imaged at roughly 30 degrees posterior to the coronal plane and imaged, across the cornea, onto the conjunctiva at the nasal limbus. A white spot is visible where the light reflects off the ocular tissue. The transmission spectrum of the conjunctiva, in vivo, can be calculated by comparing the spectrum of this spot with that of the original light source. The transmission spectrum of the cornea can be calculated, in vivo, by comparing the spectrum of light passing through the cornea with that of the original light source. The spectrum of light passing through the cornea

Figure 2 Schematic diagram of the refractive sensor set-up. Light from a fibreoptic illuminates the cornea temporally and is refracted across to a sensing fibre optic.

Figure 3 The relative change in intensity for the five sensors across the dummy head eye and five test subjects.
can be measured by coupling it into the detection fibre before it is imaged onto the conjunctiva. Figure 5 shows typical transmission spectra of the cornea and conjunctiva measured, in vivo, with the refractive set-up. Note that light in the UVR region emerges from the cornea but is absorbed in the conjunctiva indicating that any UVR incident temporally on the eye is focused onto the nasal conjunctiva.

If UVR blocking hydrogel contact lenses are placed on the cornea the transmission spectrum of the cornea can again be measured and compared with that shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the transmission spectra of the two UVR blocking hydrogel contact lenses used, the Acuvue 2 and the Precision UV, measured in vivo. These spectra correlate well with the data published by the manufacturers and others37 38 and show that both lens types prevent unwanted UVR from being refracted across the eye onto the nasal limbus. A comparison between the two contact lenses shows that the UVR cut off for the Precision UV lenses is higher up the wavelength scale than the Acuvue 2, thus affording greater UVR protection.

**Discussion**

Under controlled lighting conditions the present study demonstrated in vivo that temporally incident UVR is both reflected and refracted to a focus near the nasal limbus. Previous studies used visible light to illustrate tangential corneal refraction.31 32 36 To our knowledge, the literature contains no previous quantitative reports on UVR in vivo reflection off the skin on the nose and adjacent facial features. For most subjects the facial features interact to create an area of enhanced light intensity and this area coincided with the medial aspect of the eye. However, this medial area of enhanced UVR intensity is not common to all individuals. For example, subject 5 in this study showed reduced intensity on the nasal side but had no apparent differences in visible skin tone, indicating that, within the study group, facial structure and skin tone were not the defining factors. It should be noted that the sample group tested consisted of both male and female fair skinned subjects, with no obvious differences in facial structure.

The refractive instrumentation set-up in the present study permitted the in vivo transmission curves for both cornea and conjunctiva to be established and the assessment of the relative UVR blocking efficacy of two UVR blocking contact lenses. Data from the unique in vivo optical set-up were validated by the fact that the transmission curves measured for the UVR blocking contact lenses were similar to previously published curves.37 38 These lenses, which cover the cornea limbus to limbus, provide unique protection from tangentially incident UVR and daytime lens wear affords the user continuous protection. Perhaps our current view of the hydrogel contact lens option as UVR protection should be upgraded for people working in locations of high UVR intensity.38

The maximum relative variation recorded across the reflective sensor array was about 10% so the overall instantaneous effect was not great. Likewise, the UVR increase at the nasal limbus as a result of the tangentially focused UVR has been modelled by Coroneo to be up to a factor of 2031 but only about 20% of the...
incident UVR emerges from the cornea to irradiate the tissues of the nasal limbus. However, both these mechanisms for increased UVR have a cumulative dosimetric effect, which could explain the high incidence of pterygium in the aged population. Absolute measurements carried out under natural solar UVR conditions, using both methods, will yield further information and allow us to assess the effects of different ground reflectance on the data.

Based on our studies and the existing literature, tangentially focused UVR had greater effect than the nasally reflected UVR. Radiation crossing the cornea tangentially and focused at the nasal limbus will, at this medial point, travel through the cornea a second time in a posterior to anterior direction. Thus, the corneal structure most sensitive to UVR, the epithelium, is reached last if the radiation is not already absorbed. The first epithelial cells irradiated in this manner are the basal cells among which the stem cells are located. Peripherally located stem cells participate in central corneal epithelial renewal at all times. These cells, vital to the cornea, are sensitive and their proliferation is easily inhibited. UVR induced stem cell loss may result in a stem cell deficiency, which has been proposed as an underlying cause of corneal invasion by pterygium.

We have shown, for the first time in human subjects, that tangentially incident UVR on the temporal limbus is focused on the opposite nasal limbus in vivo. The exact role of UVR in the aetiology of pterygium, and the relative contribution of the mechanisms discussed, have yet to be established. However, of all factors studied, a UVR association with pterygium formation appears to be the most feasible. We currently lack alternative conclusive explanations for the nasal bias of pterygia. Pterygium is generally defined as a cumulative explanations for the nasal bias of pterygium. Pterygium is generally defined as a degenerative process, malignant nevi in children. Similarities to melanoma: the Vancouver mole study. Arch Dermatol 1990;126:710–6.
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